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Leadership is a mindset, not a position. Leaders can come from anywhere in an organisation, 
they don’t need to be managing big teams or have a fancy title. However, it is important for your 
managers at every level to demonstrate leadership qualities if your team or organisation is going 
to thrive! Leaders are the people who keep engagement and wellbeing alive in the business long 
after initiatives have ended. 
 
 

A connected leader is someone who is bold and is prepared to push the boundaries. They lead 
with both heart and the mind in equal measure. They readily admit they don’t know all the 
answers and willingly demonstrate vulnerability. A connected leader is someone who is present, 
committed to the service of others and regularly expresses gratitude and appreciation for those 
around them. They are coaches who focus on career development and have an awareness of 
what each person in their team needs, because they take the time to know them personally and 
individually. They care – about the humans around them and the organisation as a whole. They 
openly talk about wellbeing and engagement and break down the taboo on mental health. 
 
Connected leaders are genuine, consistent, empathetic, open, transparent, passionate, courageous, 
curious, calm, composed and honest. They are authentic and build trust through leading by 
example and walking the walk. They also create a safe space by appreciating diversity, providing 
inclusive communication, talk and feedback. 
 
Incredible leaders drive and are immensely committed to the vision and purpose, because when a 
leader understands the “WHY” they inspire belief from their people. They actively encourage 
dispersed leadership, empowering people to take responsibility and be accountable for themselves. 
Leaders remove roadblocks. They give people the freedom and space to let people not only 
achieve, but also to fail. Consistent leadership is their brand, preaching the practice rather than 
the principles.

f°�ä��Í¡Þ����ÍÉÉ¡�ä¡��Ã¡��¡Û��Í��É��Û¡ØÛ¡Þ¡ÉäĽ�
X°¡Č��Û¡�°³¬°ÃČ��ÍÉÉ¡�ä¡��äÍ�ØæÛØÍÞ¡ķ�ä°¡�Ø¡ÍØÃ¡�

�ÛÍæÉ��ä°¡È��É��ä°¡ÈÞ¡Ãĉ¡Þ
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Do your team members or employees truly understand your team or company ‘Why’? Your 
vision, end-game and what success looks like? A clear purpose, set of beliefs and values that 
everyone buys into is one of the most important ingredients that makes a team or workplace 
thrive. When you have all of these things, a traditional hierarchical structure becomes superfluous 
because every person in the organisation knows what they are here to achieve and the values by 
which they need to make it happen. 
 
 

This common identity gives people a sense of belonging, to something bigger than themselves 
and even something bigger than the organisation! It points everyone in the same direction and 
creates meaning in every single thing they do! 
 
Merely outlining the values is not enough - they need to be consistently embodied by every 
leader and process within the business, whilst at the same time allowing each individual to have 
their own distinct identity. Recruiting individuals who are the right cultural fit for your team or 
organisation is key here – technical skills can be taught, but values and ethics are difficult (if not 
impossible) to change! 

��¬Û¡�ä�ØæÛØÍÞ¡�³Þ�ÍÉ¡�ä°�äŖ³Þ��ÍÉÉ¡�ä¡��äÍ�ä°¡�ÍæäÞ³�¡�
ĊÍÛÃ���É��ä°¡��ÍÈÈæÉ³äČ��ä�Ã�Û¬¡ļ�X°³Þ�È³¬°ä��¡���
Þ¡Ûĉ³�¡�ČÍæÛ�ÍÛ¬�É³Þ�ä³ÍÉ�ØÛÍĉ³�¡ÞķŖ��ÞÈ�ÃÃ�Ċ�Č�³É�
Ċ°³�°�³ä�³ÞŖ�°�É¬³É¬�ä°¡�ĊÍÛÃ�ķ�ÍÛ���ĉ�É�³É¬�ä°¡�

°æÈ�É�Û��¡ļ
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Unlike robots, human beings have limited resources and are emotionally susceptible to 
unexpected events, upheaval and change. An individual who manages their energy and 
optimises their physical and mental health can ride these waves of change and of life, rather 
than being smashed by them. Numerous studies have proven that healthy humans will 
perform vastly better at work Z<Ê�"�$��&�+ �jÉ(�
%��LbMO��f���4�É��	&�É��j+%��LbMQ[. 
 
A thriving team or workplace is one in which people can have open conversations around 
health – both mental and physical. They empower healthy habits, offering programs around 
physical, mental and financial wellbeing as well as building resourcefulness, purpose and 
direction for individuals. The most successful teams and organisations offer individuals choice 
around their wellbeing journey, because there is no one-size-fits all approach, requirements are 
different for everybody. They don’t drink the ‘Kool-Aid’ on the latest wellness initiative or fad, 
but focus on increasing each individual’s motivation for a healthier and more energetic life. 
 
Workplaces that thrive break down the stigma of mental health, managing this important 
issue face-on and offering mental health support as a given, not an exception. Their focus on 
mental health doesn’t stop at diagnosed conditions like anxiety and depression, but helps 
people through any change, stress, adoption of new technology, dealing with increased 
flexibility and any other issues that arise at home or at work. They always cater to the specific 
needs and tastes of each individual, rather than offer a blanket approach. 
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People crave a sense of belonging, purpose and accountability. An inclusive culture is a healthy 
organisational container of open conversations within which people can thrive. It is intrinsically 
driven, because people create culture, not companies. An inclusive culture gives people a sense 
of belonging and community – they feel valued and part of a cohesive team. It is built on 
meaningful and trusting relationships where people collaborate, play and work together.   
 
 

Inclusion is not acceptance; it is about embracing diversity to create superpowers! Diversity is 
actively promoted, bringing a greater range of ideas, insights and possibilities to the table. In a 
Thriving Workplace, people are not only open to collaboration, but actively seek it, because 
they understand that by harnessing everyone’s expertise, novel solutions will arise. The inclusive 
culture leverages these differences effectively with a common purpose that holds the 
organisation together like a golden thread. There is a sense of a fair playing field in an inclusive 
culture – gender pay gaps and discrimination do not exist. This culture is founded on 
transparency, respect, autonomy, empathy, compassion and forgiveness. 

N¡ÍØÃ¡��Û¡�¡É�ÍæÛ�¬¡��äÍ��Û³É¬�ä°¡³Û�ÍĊÉ�³�¡Éä³äČ��É��
Ċ°ÍÃ¡�Þ¡Ã«�äÍ�ĊÍÛÁ�Ȋ�ä°¡Û¡�³Þ�ÉÍ��³««¡Û¡É�¡��¡äĊ¡¡É���

Ø¡ÛÞÍÉ��ä�ĊÍÛÁ��É����Ø¡ÛÞÍÉ��ä�°ÍÈ¡��¡��æÞ¡ķ��«ä¡Û��ÃÃķ�
ä°¡Č��Û¡�ä°¡�Þ�È¡�Ø¡ÛÞÍÉ
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Research shows that actively engaged people are 21% more productive and bring in 22% more 
profit than their disengaged peers. But in a typical company globally, this group of engaged 
people makes up only 13% of the workforce! ZfÉ������LbMQ[ How do we not only increase the 
proportion of engaged people, but also nurture those who already are? 
 
As leaders, we need to get to know our colleagues individually, because your passionate 
people aren’t just the ones jumping up and down and making noise. Passion is a trait that is 
unique to the individual – both introverts and extroverts can be passionate, but express it in 
completely different ways. Likewise, not all expressions of an engaged employee are the same! 
 
Your most passionate people are those that challenge the status quo. They are knowledgeable 
about the business and advocate it inside and out. Highly self-aware, these often unspoken 
heroes are connected to themselves and everyone else. As a leader you need to not only 
recruit individuals who are passionate about your business and mission, but continue to nurture 
them through recognising their contributions, making their work rewarding and giving them 
the autonomy to thrive! 

Thriving organisations are human-centric in every way - whether those humans are customers, 
employees, shareholders, the wider community or the human race as a whole! It seems so 
simple, but the old adage runs true – ‘treat others the way in which you would like to be 
treated yourself'. In the workplace this will present itself in respect, compassion, interacting from 
the heart, not always just the head. We call this ‘The Care Factor’. Thriving teams and 
organisations have leaders that celebrate the whole person, inside and outside of work. They 
know their hobbies and their families and they support each other like friends and family. To 
incorporate ‘The Care Factor’ in your team or organisation you don’t need a big budget or a 
large program of work – it’s the small things you do every day that show you care. 
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Leaders of thriving workplaces know that physical environments are a reflection of 
an organisation’s values and culture. Your work environment needs to be a physical 
demonstration of what you say and what you believe, building trust and belonging. Don’t 
underestimate the impact of something like seating – where and how people are seated can have 
a major impact on their productivity, engagement and creativity! Working environments that 
offer flexible spaces, incorporating plenty of natural light, natural materials and plants are 
currently seen as the optimal ways to inspire people. 

Intrinsically, all humans have an innate desire to improve, learn and move towards 
achieving mastery. We are all on a constant learning journey, and as leaders, we need to 
provide our people with continuous mobility and opportunities for new challenges. Feeding a 
learning mindset not only heightens the engagement of your people, but also leads to better 
organisational performance through innovation and energy. 
 
Growth can also be financial through winning new clients and building revenue. It can be 
about keeping moving, busy and with plenty to work on and towards. Thriving teams and 
organisations have a collective sense of achievement, but fulfillment is different for everyone. 
It’s important to recognise and reward people in a way that meets their specific needs, to 
support their personal goals and provide room for them to grow, develop and change. 

��ä°Û³ĉ³É¬�ÍÛ¬�É³ÞÈ�³Þ�ÍÉ¡�ä°�ä��ÍÉä³Éæ¡Þ�äÍ�
¬ÛÍĊ��É���°�É¬¡�Ȋ���ä°Û³ĉ³É¬�ä¡�È�ÍÛ�
ÍÛ¬�É³Þ�ä³ÍÉ�³Þ�ÉÍ��³««¡Û¡ÉäĹ
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Thriving workplaces embrace technology to allow much greater flexibility in when, how and 
where people work. The digital workplace enables more effective ways of working raising 
employee engagement and agility. Individual choice builds more resilient and resourceful 
people. However flexibility comes in many more guises than merely working from home - 
including autonomy around processes, thinking, roles, work design and the ability to use 
specific skills and strengths. Freedom allows people to fail often and quickly. With freedom 
and flexibility comes empowerment and accountability – both key precursors to performance. 
It also goes both ways in an organisation – an employee offered flexibility also offers that 
back to the business. Thriving workplaces are built on trust and embrace change and 
autonomy rather than fearing them! 

The concept of psychological safety is not a new one, yet it has gained increasing focus 
recently. It’s the idea that people are free to take risks and speak out without fear of reprisal. 
Psychological safety is vital for a high-performing team or organisation, because without risk 
taking, there is no innovation! 

Each individual has a voice and differing opinions are embraced and deemed healthy and 
productive. People are willing to be vulnerable and share their personal stories, failures and 
breakthroughs. 

���æÃäæÛ¡�Í«�ØÞČ�°ÍÃÍ¬³��Ã�Þ�«¡äČ�³Þ�«ÍæÉ�¡��ÍÉ�
�æä°¡Éä³�³äČķ�°ÍÉ¡ÞäČķ�äÛ�ÉÞØ�Û¡É�Č��É��äÛæÞäļ�+ä�

¡ÈØÍĊ¡ÛÞ�¡ĉ¡ÛČÍÉ¡�äÍ��¡�ä°¡ÈÞ¡Ãĉ¡Þ��É��äÍ�ÞØ¡�Á�æØļ
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Anyone can be a leader and a catalyst for change, but every organisation has some level of 
hierarchy to navigate. It’s not sufficient to have good ideas around wellbeing and 
engagement, a program or initiative sponsored and embodied right from the top will always 
be more successful! We know how imperative employee wellbeing is to organisational 
success, but how do we communicate this upwards? What does an incredible business case 
look like? How have others’ secured funding? Budgetary issues extend further than getting 
sign-off – how do you maintain a consistent budget and program for change in the long-term 
when you are working with short-term funding models? 

Often, we forget that the people in our teams or organisations are complex human beings 
rather than machines or assets to be sweated! How can we build a culture of inclusiveness and 
wellbeing when we refer to our people as ‘heads’, ‘human capital’ or an ‘FTE’? A culture of 
inclusion needs to be reflected in everything we do as a leader, including the way we talk 
about our people. We must ensure their basic human needs are met first and foremost – 
comfort, safety etc. The benefits of shiny fad-type initiatives wear off very quickly if we don’t 
get the fundamentals right. We should acknowledge our people are the same inside and 
outside of work – and should encourage them to do the same. There is no work/life balance – 
only one life! 
 

�Þ�Ã¡��¡ÛÞķ�ÍæÛ�ØÛ³È�ÛČ�È³ÞÞ³ÍÉ�É¡¡�Þ�äÍ��¡�äÍ�Ã¡�ĉ¡�
Ø¡ÍØÃ¡�Ċ³Þ¡Ûķ�°�ØØ³¡Û��É��°¡�Ãä°³¡Û�ä°�É�Ċ¡�«ÍæÉ��

ä°¡Èļ
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A strong collective purpose and set of values is key to making a team or organisation thrive, 
but does everyone in your team or company know what your mission is? What values they 
are expected to uphold? In many cases we assume knowledge rather than consistently and 
effectively communicating them! 
 
 

 
 
Many of the teams and organisations that we lead are dispersed geographically across 
multiple sites or are working remotely. There is often a perceived emotional disconnection 
from them and HQ, or to their people leader. How do we engage these valued people 
in our inclusive culture, our initiatives that engage, inspire and promote wellbeing? This is 
even more problematic in large organisations – you may have a cohesive wellbeing and 
engagement strategy in place, but how do you ensure every single person in the 
organisation knows what is available to them? 
 
There are many demands on the formal methods of communication – how can you 
ensure your people-first agenda competes against other priorities? In every case, it is 
essential to win the hearts and minds of every single team member, employee, 
contractor and in some cases even your suppliers and customers! 
 
 

f³ä°Íæä�ÍØ¡Éķ�°ÍÉ¡Þä��É��Û¡¬æÃ�Û��ÍÈÈæÉ³��ä³ÍÉķ�
Ø¡ÍØÃ¡�°�ĉ¡���ä¡É�¡É�Č�äÍ�Û¡����¡äĊ¡¡É�ä°¡�Ã³É¡Þ��É��
�Û¡�ä¡�ä°¡³Û�ÍĊÉ�ÞäÍÛ³¡Þķ�Ċ°³�°��Û¡�Í«ä¡É���ÈÉ³É¬�äÍ���

Ã¡��¡Û�ÍÛ��É�ÍÛ¬�É³Þ�ä³ÍÉļ
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We have already identified incredible leadership as the single most important ingredient 
in making a team or organisation thrive, but sadly in most organisations our people 
leadership is severely lacking. Traditional management serves operational outcomes over 
people. Many managers actually have no desire or skills to lead people – they are often 
technical experts who have been thrown into management with no training. If they do 
take a real interest in people, they are not equipped in emotional intelligence (EQ) and 
focus only on their team members’ professional goals as opposed to their personal needs 
and drives. In the worst cases, managers can in fact be the biggest laggards in an 
organisation and actually undermine the values! Some managers may also have a 
tendency to focus on what’s going wrong and who to blame, as opposed to taking a 
more productive strengths-based approach and rewarding positive behaviour. 
 
What can we, as leaders, do to become better leaders ourselves?  How can we inspire 
leaders around us to make people engagement and wellbeing a priority? How do those 
working in HR or Wellbeing gain key leaders’ initial commitment, and keep that 
commitment consistent over time? Does it come down to training, or do we need to 
change the way the organisation is designed? 
 

Who ‘owns’ wellbeing in your team or organisation? Our Thriving Workplace architects 
believe that ownership should be shared. There is immense power in peer-to-peer connection, 
learning and care for one another! How do we empower distributed leadership of wellbeing? 
We live in a world that is changing constantly and we need to adapt quickly and be agile. 
However, there is often red tape and bureaucracy that slows people down and in some 
cases prevents them from taking the initiative! Trust is an absolutely essential value in a 
culture of inclusion and we must build this in our own teams and organisations for people to 
work autonomously. Moreover, we need to equip people with the time, space, skills and 
personal accountability to focus on their own wellbeing and those around them. 
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The continued ubiquity of cloud technology and personal devices allows organisations and 
their employees more flexibility than ever before. However, the dependence on technology 
is not without it’s issues -  you need the resources to roll out the technology, followed by 
questions around access, reliability and security. But the biggest issue we have is around 
how to manage technology intruding on family and personal time. We are all currently 
connected 24/7 with the average person touching their mobile phones 2,617 times in a 
day ZÈ$
+����LbMR[! How can we find the balance ourselves and help our team members 
and employees build a healthy relationship with technology too? Is the answer to turn off 
emails after 6pm and automatically delete emails on holidays? Do we need policies 
around this, or to equip our people with information and education for them to manage 
themselves? 

For a workplace to thrive, we cannot rely on one initiative, or even a series of initiatives 
alone. We need to have a people-first focus in every aspect of team or organisational 
design! From recruitment, work design to performance management, everything must be 
aligned and pointing in the same direction. For example, what can we learn from a CV 
about someone’s cultural fit? Can we sum up the complexity of a human being on a piece 
of paper? What is the justification of job titles, what do they really mean and how do they 
help us achieve our purpose? Are we consciously building roles around the needs of our 
people and our customers? Do we need to rethink role design to give people more time to 
reflect? Do we have red tape that is actually holding us back? One seemingly small 
incongruence like this can derail and undermine your entire culture and vision! A systemic 
view of every process (stated and implied) needs to be mapped, analysed and aligned. 
For this comprehensive perspective to be achieved, sponsorship and support from 
executives and every senior leader in the business is necessary!  

f¡��Û¡��ÃÃ�äÍÍ�Í«ä¡É�ÞÃ�ĉ¡Þ�äÍ�ÍÃ��ÈÍ�¡Þ�Í«�
ä°³ÉÁ³É¬��É�ŖÍæä��ä¡�ŖØÛÍ�¡ÞÞ¡Þ
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Whilst the outside world has progressed incredibly in the last century, the command and 
control way that we design our company hierarchy, teams and the nature of work has 
changed very little. Many of the founding architects of ‘The Thriving Workplace’ have 
implemented some form of flexibility in their teams and organisations with mostly positive 
results. However, the majority of executives and managers remain reticent about embracing 
flexibility wholeheartedly and some have even backtracked on their flexibility policy having 
seen declines in productivity. Is there a true trade-off between flexibility and profitability, or is 
the problem a lack of trust? Like any transition, it is not clear-cut. For a flexible workplace to 
be successful, managers need to be equipped with the skills to lead dispersed and remote 
teams, whilst individuals need to be well trained in managing their time.  

Do you see your people as an expense, or as the vital cells that keep your organisation alive? 
In business, we have been conditioned to focus on fiscal metrics, especially in public companies 
where the shareholder’s returns are often given the highest priority. 
 
In recent years, we have seen a shift in this regard. New generations are better at articulating 
the power of purpose and it is now more accepted (if not celebrated) to speak about it. Start- 
ups are  proving that a focus on purpose can be a precursor to profits, as are brave leaders in 
large public companies. The Collective’s Architects believe that we need to take a multi-focal 
lens, because organisations are complex systems where finance, purpose and people are all 
required to make them thrive.  

f°�ä�³Þ�ä°¡�«Í�æÞ�Í«�ČÍæÛ�ä¡�È�ÍÛ��ÍÈØ�ÉČĽ�+Þ�³ä�ÍÉ�
Þ�Ã¡Þ�ä�Û¬¡äÞķ�°¡����ÍæÉäķ�Û¡ĉ¡Éæ¡�ÍÛ�ØÛÍ«³äĽ�CÛ�³Þ�³ä�
ÍÉ�ØæÛØÍÞ¡ķ�Ø¡ÍØÃ¡��É��ä°¡�Þ¡Ûĉ³�¡�ČÍæ�ØÛÍĉ³�¡Ľ
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Whilst in an ideal world, our teams and organisations would all be inclusive, collaborative and 
psychologically safe, the reality is that many of them are held back by fear and blame.  

This fear prevents people from taking responsibility of their own actions and a culture of blame 
ensues. This is exacerbated by increasing legislation and the concept of corporate culpability. 
Whilst the intention of these new measures is positive, in many of our Architect’s organisation, it 
has in fact led to decreased psychological safety and a worsening blame culture. How can we 
even begin to turn around a culture driven by fear and blame? Does it need to be top-down? 
Who has had success in achieving this? 

X°¡Û¡�³Þ���«¡�Û�Í«�°�ĉ³É¬�äÍæ¬°��ÍÉĉ¡ÛÞ�ä³ÍÉÞķ�
��«¡�Û�Í«��¡³É¬�ĉæÃÉ¡Û��Ã¡ķ���«¡�Û�Í«��¡³É¬�ĊÛÍÉ¬ĹŖ

Whilst growth and achievement is actually one of our ingredients for a thriving workplace, it 
can also hold us back. In high growth periods, the focus is often on recruiting people quickly, 
rather than taking the time to find the right cultural fit for the role. In these circumstances, how 
can you maintain the quality of your inclusive team or organisational culture? Should you try to 
hold onto that culture, or acknowledge it will evolve and change as you grow?  How do you 
keep consistency and high levels of engagement? You may already have awesome initiatives in 
place for wellbeing and engagement – how do you scale them to be effective in your growing 
team or company? 
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